NOTES

1 This log book is to be placed in a plastic envelope, sealed and stowed on the outside of the liferaft.

2 This log book is to be completed at each servicing.

3 If the gas cylinder is renewed the relevant details are to be recorded on the front of this log book.

4 At each servicing the Certificated Operator who serviced this raft is to mark this log book with his stamp in the place designated: the number of the Annual Certificate is to be written in the space provided and the Service Station Manager or Chief Inspector are to sign this book in the space provided.

5 The information on the front of this book should be suitably amended if the Type of Pack is changed. It should be noted that this might necessitate a change in GRP Container/Valise.

6 Where this book replaces the log card of an existing raft, that log card should be attached to this book by stapling. The first entry in this book should state the number of the service being undertaken e.g. 6 and the printed numbers e.g. 1st Service, 2nd Service etc. should be deleted.

7 Make all entries either in typescript or by ball-point pen.